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Abstract. This study aimed at investigating the role of consequentialist and deontological moral judgment in predicting online prosocial value endorsing crowdlending behavior. Using multiple linear regression on 198 participants (93 males, 105 females; mean of age = 30.56 years old, standard deviation of age = 6.06 years), it is found that consequentialism ($\beta = 0.456, p < 0.01$) and deontology ($\beta = 0.149, p < 0.01$) can predict prosocial value.
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1 Introduction

The number of entrepreneurship in Indonesia is relatively small, 3.1 percent from the total population (Kementerian Koperasi dan Usaha Kecil dan Menengah, 2017). Various problems are faced by small enterprise practitioners, ranging from idea development, mathematical calculation and technique, execution, to the most crucial one, capital (Uddin, 2014). Many innovative new business ideas and concept developments are hindered by the lack or absence of initial capital (Ghanimeh, 2015). The report of Bank Indonesia in 2015 stated that 60% to 70% small enterprise practitioners had no access to funding from banks (Bank Indonesia, 2015). Bernhard Soebiakto (cited in Sulaiman, 2015) said that the difficulty in small enterprise capital can be solved not only through government’s or financial institution’s programs but also through society’s involvement. This opinion is supported by Galak, Small and Stephen (2011), who emphasized the importance of developing a microfinance system that can facilitate society to support needy small enterprises. The concept is known as crowdlending.

Crowdlending is derived from crowdfunding activity, which is an open request for financial aid via the internet with products, services, or goods in return (Gerber, Hui and Kuo, 2012; Gerber, et al, 2014). Crowdfunding is a process where everyone can donate money to realize an idea, concept or issue that are regarded important, interesting, and significant (Hemer, 2011; Gerber, et al, 2014).

When individuals participate in lending funds through crowdlending, they demonstrate prosocial behavior, a behavior aimed or intended to give benefits to or advantages over other parties. (Penner, Dovidio, Piliavin and Schroeder, 2005; Underwood and Moore, 1982).
Altruism (i.e. the willingness to help others that is free from self-interest and often requires cost from the actor) and norm of reciprocity values are two main motives behind a prosocial behavior (Aronson et al, 2016; Lampridis and Papastylianou, 2014; Wang and Wang, 2008).

People seem to agree that contributing in crowdllending as fund lenders is a good thing. But why? In order to exhibit a prosocial behavior, individuals must regard or perceived that the behavior is a good behavior and is appropriate to be done. moral judgment is a complex blend of cognitive and affective components that help individuals judge whether a behavior or event is good or bad (Eisenberg, 1982). This present study aimed at finding out what moral judgments are involved in online prosocial value, consequentialism and/or deontology.

Consequentialism embraces the principle that a behavior can be morally justified if the behavior brings positive impacts for most society (Spielthenner, 2005; Tiberius and Plakias, 2010). Even though it requires hard work or is even against the prevailing norms at some points, a behavior must be exhibited on behalf of people’s happiness and welfare (Larry and Moore, 2016). In crowdllending participation, someone can adopt the logic of this perspective that his/her helping behavior is exhibited to reach a satisfying result and the welfare of others. Adopting consequentialism, individuals will participate in crowdllending despite obstacles and costs because the individuals can see bigger purposes based on their logical calculations, to help pioneering the birth of a new business that will provide job opportunities for other individuals’ well-being (e.g. “I am willing to lend my money for crowdllending project because I think my assistance will bring welfare for others”). Johansson-Stenman (2012) found out that young individuals with university degrees and high incomes tend to embrace consequentialist moral judgment more than individuals from different groups. Therefore, the first hypothesis (H1) of this present study was “The higher the consequentialism moral judgment, the higher the prosocial value endorsing crowdllending behavior.”

Individuals with deontological perspective believe that human beings, in fact, have moral responsibilities to fulfill (Tanner, Medin and Iliev, 2007; Robinson, 2012). Individuals who embrace deontology will participate in crowdllending because it could accomplish a religious mission, as a pivotal source of moral obligations, that requires the believers to give, or satisfy social norms suggesting people to help others (e.g.: “I am willing to lend my money for crowdllending project because it is my responsibility to help others”). Compared to those with consequentialism, individuals hold deontology perspective are perceived to be more prosocial, put less priority over their self-interest, as well as more reliable, closer to intuitive and emotional aspects, have more correlation with harm aversion, and have negative correlation with anti-social personality (Bartels and Pizarro, 2011; Everett, Pizarro and Crockett, 2016; Koenigs, Kruepke, Zeier and Newman, 2012; Kreps and Monin, 2014). Therefore, the second hypothesis (H2) of this present study was “The higher the deontology moral judgment, the higher the prosocial value endorsing crowdllending behavior.”

However, the Capraro et al (2017)’s study found out that both perspectives, consequentialism and deontology, have equal prosocial aspects; none is less than the other. Both perspectives can equally explain how individuals make a judgment about good and bad behavior (Uhlmann, Pizarro and Diermeier, 2015), and, as the implication, how individuals decide to participate in a prosocial behavior as fund lenders in crowdllending sites, with a totally different background of moral perspective and thinking process. This assumption is supported by the explanation of dual-process theory in which the two factors (both consequentialism and deontology) contribute in moral judgment formation and decision making (Greene, 2008). Therefore, the third hypothesis (H3) of this present study was “Both consequentialism and deontology moral judgment can predict the prosocial value endorsing crowdllending behavior in positive directions.”
This study will provide a scientific base to encourage Indonesians’ participation in crowdlending that can be used by social entrepreneurs involved in crowdlending to promote relevant ethical role models and realize better social movements.

This study aimed at answering “Can consequentialism and/or deontology predict online prosocial value endorsing crowdlending behavior?” If yes, “Which one is stronger in predicting the value?”

2 Methods

2.1 Participants and Design

One hundred and ninety-eight individuals participated in this quantitative research (94 males, 105 females; mean of age = 30.56 years, standard deviation of age = 6.06 years). Fifty-seven participants resided in Jakarta (the capital of Indonesia), 62 in Tangerang, 16 in Bogor, 10 in Depok, 4 in Bekasi, and 49 outside Greater Jakarta. Most participants (63) are Javanese, 25 are Sundanese, 10 Minangkabau, 4 Batak, 8 Bantenese, 5 Balinese, 1 Acehnese, 2 Kalimantanese. As much as 61 participants stated that they are of mixed ethnic groups (more than two ethnic groups), 10 identified themselves as from “other ethnic groups”, and 4 did not answer the question.

The latest educational backgrounds of the participants were Bachelor (142), Master or Doctor (27), Diploma III (25), and Senior High School (4). As much as 129 participants were private sector employees, 27 civil servants, 18 entrepreneurs, 13 professionals, 5 freelancers, 4 housewives, and 2 others stated “others”. As much as 8 participants stated that their monthly income was around 500,000–1,500,000 IDR, 24 stated 1,500,000–3,000,000 IDR, 58 stated 3,000,000–5,000,000 IDR, 56 stated 5,000,000–7,000,000 IDR, 36 stated 7,000,000–10,000,000 IDR, 15 stated 10,000,000–15,000,000 IDR, and 1 stated above 15,000,000 IDR.

The design of this study is quantitative, predictive correlational. Multiple linear regression was used to know the predictive relationship between 2 independent variables (consequentialism, deontology) and a dependent variable (prosocial value endorsing online crowdlending behavior).

2.2 Measurement

To measure prosocial value in the context of online crowdlending, Prosocial Value scale constructed by Ladebo (2004) was adapted, referred by Wang and Wang (2008). This value is assumed to be internalized and becomes behavior guideline (Eyal et al, 2009). Participants were asked to state their agreement with each statement in 5-point Likert scale (1 = “Strongly Disagree”, 5 = “Strongly Agree”). The items are “I will think of the feelings of the CL initiators”, “I think helping CL initiators will be important”, “I will help the CL initiators as much as possible”, “I would be glad to be able to interact with CL initiators”, and “It would be easy for me to act on the CL website as a lender of funds” (5 items, Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.619$; Corrected item-total correlations = 0.403–0.641)

To measure to what extent the tendency of individuals to agree, embrace, and implement consequentialism or deontology, the Consequentialist Scale constructed by Robinson (2012) was used. Participants indicated to what extent they agree with the following statements in 5-
point Likert scale (1 = “Strongly Disagree”, 5 = “Strongly Agree”). The items in the *Consequentialist Scale* were adapted to the crowdlending context in Indonesian.

The examples of items of Consequentialism scale (6 items, Cronbach’s α = 0.692; Corrected item-total correlations = 0.269–0.587) are as follow: “When I lend money in CL site, there is happiness/benefit for many people”, “Help CL initiator can be morally justified because it brings many benefits”.

The examples of items of Deontology scale (5 items, Cronbach’s α = 0.684; Corrected item-total correlations = 0.301–0.503) are as follow: “By helping CL initiator, I have fulfilled my responsibility to always do good deeds”, “My life rule/principle requires me to help others, one of the way is through CL activity”.

This study also added some questions at the end of the questionnaire to enrich the answers. Participants were instructed to imagine that they had enough abilities and resources to participate in crowdlending sites as fund lenders. They were asked about their interest in lending fund in crowdlending sites and the reasons.

### 3 Results

Multiple linear regression showed $F(2,197) = 39.628$, $p = 0.000$, $R^2$ (Effect size) = 28.9%. The higher the consequentialism ($B = 0.506$, $SE B = 0.075$, $\beta = 0.456$, $t = 6.789$, $p < 0.01$) the higher the prosocial value endorsing online crowdlending behavior. The higher the deontology ($B = 0.378$, $SE B = 0.171$, $\beta = 0.149$, $t = 2.213$, $p < 0.01$) the higher the prosocial value endorsing online crowdlending behavior (Table 1). Therefore, H1, H2, and H3 were supported by empirical data.

**Table 1:** Multiple linear regression predicting prosocial value endorsing online crowdlending behavior ($n = 198$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consequentialism</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>6.789</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deontology</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>2.213</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4 Discussions

The significance of consequentialism moral judgment in predicting prosocial behavior can be explained by discussing one of the cultural values in Indonesia, collectivism. Hofstede (2011) defined collectivism as a state of mind that all in-groups values and goals are the main points, to what extent individuals integrate themselves into their closest group. Hofstede’s (Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 2010; Hofstede, 2011) study still holds the conclusion that collectivism in Indonesia is very high. Individuals living in a country with a strong collectivist culture are proven to have higher empathy and prosocial behavior because there is a stronger will to satisfy communal goals than personal goals (Chopik, O’Brien and Konrath, 2016; Irwin, 2009). Consequentialism moral judgment focusing on “the greatest happiness of the greatest number” motto (Bertens, 1997; Brink, 2006) is in line with collectivist values that highly appreciate a collaborative harmonious life (Riniastuti et al, 2014; Luria, Cnaan and Boehm, 2014). In Indonesia, that is proven by “gotong royong” concept, i.e. working together, helping each other (KBBI Daring, 2016), the deepest core of *Pancasila* (Five Principles)—the
Indonesian state ideology (Dewantara, 2016). Fundraising activities on the internet for a particular issue are the manifestation of the strongly rooted gotong royong spirit of Indonesians via a more modern media, catching up with technology development (Gea, 2016). In crowdlending concept, “digital gotong royong” concept clearly serves as the basic function and method of the crowdlending activities.

In moral theory, consequentialist paradigm believes that every behavior with positive impacts (happiness, satisfaction, and welfare) for as many people as possible is morally justified (Rosenberg, 2008; Spielthenner, 2005; Tiberius and Plakias, 2010). Crowdlending (CL) initiator tries to promote his/her business activities to gain financial aid by stressing more on the positive impacts for many people. The wider the potential positive influences of a small enterprise could be, the bigger the intention of individuals to contribute. The statement is strengthened by the result of the analysis of additional descriptive-qualitative data obtained by the researcher. Of 113 participants saying that they had interest to contribute as fund lenders in crowdlending sites, most of them emphasized the willingness to help many people in general (e.g. “I want to help many people”, “I want to be the agent of social changes”, and “I want to contribute to nation and country’s development”).

As the practical implication, it would be better if in explaining the significance of his/her business activities, CL initiator explains the social benefit and who can feel the impacts of these business activities supported with facts and data. The example is one of the small enterprises in GandengTangan (https://gandengtangan.org/) site—“HoldHands” in English—that proposes support for capital to facilitate women farmers in Southeast Sulawesi (https://gandengtangan.org/pemberdayaan-kelompok-wanita-tani-dan-kegiatan-home-industri). The business proposal achieves the funding targets proposed owing to the detailed explanation of the benefits in its business description. Initiator emphasizes how the business can help more than 30 households around the small business who are of the low economic background by empowering women and housewives who stay at home and cultivating unused lands. Besides that, we can see an example of Komodo Water small enterprise promising the availability of clean drinking water for people in Komodo Islands that used to be very limited (https://gandengtangan.org/komodo-water). The initiator effectively includes five reasons of why the need of clean water for people in Komodo Islands is very urgent. The initiator also explains that Komodo Water business will provide clean water daily for at least 2,000 households in Komodo Island. There is also Du’Anyam enterprise that provides job opportunities for pregnant and breast-feeding women in Flores, East Nusa Tenggara (https://gandengtangan.org/duanyam). The purpose is noble, to give additional income for pregnant and breastfeeding women in the area that they can access health, nutrition, and healthy lifestyle facilities.

The essence of deontology is that good or bad a behavior is judged from its obligation regardless the consequences it brings. In crowdlending, obligation fulfillment is an inseparable element. It can be seen from the answer of additional questions gathered by the authors. Most of the participants who were willing to help stated that by participating in crowdlending, they have accomplished the obligation to help others, to do good deeds, to worship God, and to give. It seems that there are some unwritten communal norms that every member of the society has as his/her own everyday life responsibility, such as help others in need, especially if he/she can do that (Batson and Powell, 2003; Bénabou and Tirole, 2010; Al Khoury et al, 2013). The rules we are exposed to can be learned and internalized in such a way that it becomes a personal standard or norm that we apply to ourselves (Batson and Powell, 2003). In the context of prosocial behavior, individuals with personal norms will feel the sense of obligation to exhibit it.
One of the rules strongly held by most of Indonesians is the religious rule. It cannot be denied that religion has a big role in many life domains in Indonesia (Bagir, 2015; Hosen, 2005). Religious education is instilled since an early age and is continued in any level of education, in pesantren (Islam boarding school) or seminary, or in general education (Susanto, 2009). The constant and persistent teachings of religion delivered to most Indonesians since early age make Indonesians familiar with religious rules, and then make them as life guidelines. In this way, the obligation to help others taught by every religion becomes the gold standard of good or bad of a behavior. An example of financial aid proposal that emphasizes on the moral rules is the proposal to build a pesantren promoted via KitaBisa—“WeCan” in English (Kurniadi et al, 2014)—site (https://kitabisa.com/buatpesantrenahfidz). Its description states that the initiator provides a chance to endow and the “reward” will be given to the contributor for the rest of his/her life even eternally, touching the emotional side of the contributor candidates. It is legitimate for an initiator in crowdlending sites to include emotional aspects and target the contributor’s obligation or responsibility in the pitching materials or description during the fundraising in crowdlending sites. However, as consequentialism has its unique predictive role, too, it will be better if the initiator put also data, urgency, and the fact that the small enterprise will be beneficial for many people.

Why is consequentialism stronger than deontology in predicting the prosocial value endorsing crowdlending behavior? Prioritizing consequentialism above deontology in Indonesian people has been indicated previously by Tjandra, Ensor and Thomson (2014). In the context of tobacco marketing in Indonesia, they found that practices in Indonesia are intensely opposed to deontology principles. Authorities and policymakers have stressed the economic benefits of the tobacco industry. The Indonesian population is assumed to have relied on the tobacco industry. Disease and death from cigarettes are not denied but is considered a “minor” amount, so the Indonesian regulation has minimal restriction on cigarettes (Tjandra, Ensor and Thomson, 2014). This is one example of how the social structure of Indonesian society endorse consequentialism. Cigarette advertisements are made in such a way that always awake innovativeness and creativity. This is very contrary to deontology which has the principle that “to use clearly effective communications to sell a deadly product is unethical” (Tjandra, Ensor and Thomson, 2014, p6).

In addition, stronger consequentialism or utilitarianism ethical judgment in predicting prosocial value endorsing crowdlending behavior can not be separated from the Indonesian view of life, namely Pancasila (Five Principles), as stated above. However, Darmaputera (1988, p219-220) expressed a critical evaluation of the inclusiveness of Pancasila,

> “the limitation of Pancasila is not because it is inclusive, but because it is not inclusive enough ... . It is clear that the limitations of Pancasila are rooted in the weaknesses and the insufficiencies of the traditional value conception. The biggest problem of Indonesia is, thus, not how to defend or to change Pancasila, but how to overcome these cultural problems. What it needs is cultural and value transformation.”

The disadvantage of the inclusive ethical approach is to exaggerate the complexity of reality, making the negation of the “either-or” (exclusive) approach (which is endorsed by deontology) (Darmaputera, 1988). But because of that, (1) the “limited inclusiveness” creates its “own exclusiveness”, because (2) generally one still has to choose between “white” and “black”, to be “inside” or “outside” of inclusiveness (and can not avoid the decisional situation), meanwhile (3) to be “outside of inclusiveness” is considered a badness that must be resisted; however, to understand the good we also need to understand the evil. The challenge for inclusiveness in Indonesia is that:
“the traditional Indonesian world-view is not a fertile soil for the idea of the basic human rights to grow … It stems from the understanding of the ultimate reality as transcendent of any finite categorization, hence it is unknowable, indescribable, ineffable …. Koentjaraningrat has shown that the traditional values are able to work in small scale societies with a strong agricultural background, namely in the ‘desa’ (rural) type of society. It is here that values such as gotong royong (mutual help) and musyawarah untuk mufakat (deliberation for unanimous consensus) can sustain the solidarity structure. But with urbanization, industrialization, and social development, it has to be consciously restructured.” (Darmaputera, 1988, p217).

Ethical discourses from Darmaputera (1988) are able to explain the findings of this present study. Consequentialism has more predictive strength because traditional values prevailing in Indonesian society are generally less enthusiastic in facilitating an ethical approach of deontology that makes categorization or separation between “right and wrong”, “good and bad” firmly. However, consequentialism faces challenges from within and from outside. Challenges from within, philosophically, consequentialism rest on “bounded solidarity”, solidarity based on population coverage and limited values as well. If the definition of the “greatest number” of consequentialism does not undergo continuous redefinition, consequentialism is very vulnerable to “fall” in prosocial behavior (e.g. crowdlending) benefitting only certain groups referred to and defined by those in high social hierarchies. In addition, consequentialism without deontology would tend to ignore individual’s human rights and less consider the individual weight of each social problem requiring social coordination such as crowdlending behavior.

Nevertheless, the combination of consequentialism and deontology also contains a complicated problem. For example, in Indonesia, Nusron Wahid’s expression that “Above the religious and customary law is the Republic constitution” reaps unnecessary controversy because it stimulates a misunderstanding (Riady, 2015). Religious-based deontology seems to clash with public ethics. Riady argued that the solution to the illusory debate is an accurate understanding of the level of unit analysis of Wahid’s talks that: “He (Wahid) does not place the constitution as the ultimate guidance of the individual, but the ultimate guideline in a coexistent life in a Republic, a kind of common denominator not to clash with individual claims of truth. Like red-light at the road intersection; Muslims, Hindus, and Atheists alike, must stop. They each should not feel more powerful and immune from the red-light signal.” Thus, the consequentialism knit with deontology needs to be designed carefully in order to produce the most effective and just resultant. In common life, public benefit needs to be put forward without recklessly sacrificing the values of existing rules.

5 Conclusion

This study concludes that consequentialism and deontology moral judgment are able to predict the prosocial value endorsing crowdlending behavior in positive directions. This present study deliberately discusses its results by describing the life philosophies and discourses that take place in Indonesia because the authors believe that the engagement of crowdlending behavior in Indonesia needs to seriously consider social psychological reality of Indonesians. The limitation of the study is that the most participants were from towns or regions in Java such as Cirebon, Bandung, Surabaya, and one dominating region, the Greater Jakarta (Jakarta, Bogor, Depok, Tangerang, and Bekasi). Subsequent research is expected to recruit participants from outside Java to expand the scope of generalization of this study.
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